Meet Award-Winning Author and Professor David Freese

David Freese will be signing *East Coast: Arctic to Tropic* on Monday 27\textsuperscript{th}, 10AM at ALA Midwinter at booth #1267.

About the Author

David Freese was born in Mineola, New York and grew up on Long Island. After graduating from the University of Rochester, he has spent his life as a teacher and an award winning artist. He has received awards and accolades for his teaching and photography. He previously served as President of the Philadelphia Chapter of the American Society of Media Photographers. Freese’s work has been published in many magazines. David is currently in the Film and Media Arts Department at Temple University where he received the 2016 Adjunct Faculty Award. He has previously taught at Saint Joseph’s University, Moore College of Art, Burlington County College, and Drexel University.

About *East Coast: Arctic to Tropic*

“*East Coast: Arctic to Tropic*” is the perfect complement to "*West Coast: Bering to Baja*", in which Freese explored the creation and dangers associated with the North American portion of the Pacific’s Ring of Fire. Together, the books provide a unique photographic and historical record of these two remarkably diverse Atlantic and Pacific Coasts at the very start of a true land-and-sea change brought about by human use of fossil fuels. In "*East Coast: Arctic to Tropic*", an extraordinary sequence of photographs tells the Atlantic tale and reveals an ocean that lies in wait.

Praise for *East Coast: Arctic to Tropic*

“Freese has expertly documented the ageless and seemingly impermeable elements of the coast, as well as a threatened landscape facing the perils of climate change.” – *Photographer’s Forum*

“Freese’s most haunting landscapes echoes Stoddard’s vision…” – *Hyperallergic*

“…David Freese reveals a remarkable graphic beauty all along North America’s ecologically vulnerable East Coast.” – *The Photo Review*
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Founded in 2001, the Casemate Group is a leading independent book distributor, offering global, full-service distribution to publishers, for all formats, through all channels, to all markets around the world. Casemate is also one of the leading publishers in the fields of military history, defense studies, and military science, under the imprint Casemate Publishers, and the leading publisher of archaeology and the ancient world under imprint Oxbow Books. Many publishers from the USA, UK, continental Europe and beyond, trust the Casemate Group as their valued sales, marketing, and distribution partner, helping them to maximize sales across the globe. Casemate's distribution operation offers both trade and academic publications, in many disciplines and subject areas, from history to genealogy, from fine art to cookery, from fiction and poetry, to politics and current affairs, and much more. History and related distribution client books are showcased on Casemate Publishers. Non-history, general trade books are showcased on Casemate IPM. Academic and scholarly books can be found on Casemate Academic. For more information about Casemate’s publishing and distribution services, please visit Casemategroup.com.